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By William Potter

AuthorHouse. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 236 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.6in.In the waning days of the twenty-first century, man commits the ultimate atrocity. Nuclear
winter! However, as in any holocaust, there are always survivors. Those who survived the rain of
nuclear fire used the, now highly efficient space shuttle system to evacuate a now rapidly dying
planet, to settle and colonize some of the outer planets and moons. Then, some nine hundred years
later, the age old bid for absolute power starts allover again. Sean Thorn, son of a farming family
located on Jupiter lunar four was educated at a university on Mars, and was employed as radio
communications director at the J-4 spaceport. The Thorn family viewed the off-world war as none
of their concern. However, when his entire family is killed in an air raid by the alliance, Sean
becomes a, dedicated, merciless killing machine bent on revenge, and forming a gorilla band, he
sets out to do just that. Ann Stone, also educated on Mars, worked with her father for a mining
company on Jupiter-lunar one. When her whole family was killed by the alliance, she took up arms.
Half alien, half human, she...
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Complete guideline! Its this type of great read through. it absolutely was writtern quite perfectly and helpful. I am very happy to explain how this is
basically the best book i actually have read through during my personal life and can be he very best book for at any time.
-- Joshua Gerhold PhD-- Joshua Gerhold PhD

A very awesome book with perfect and lucid reasons. It really is basic but shocks within the 50 percent of the book. Its been designed in an exceptionally
easy way and is particularly merely right after i finished reading this ebook where in fact changed me, change the way i think.
-- Meagan Roob-- Meagan Roob
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